
Artist:Â Raha RaissniaVenue:Â Marta Cervera, MadridExhibition Title:Â RemainDate: September 10 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Marta Cervera, MadridPress Release:Raha Raissnia&#8217;s exhibition Remain will showcase a loop 16mm film installation titled Galvanoscope 1, a series of oil paintings on wood
panels, along with a loop 35 mm slide installation titled Cryptocrystalline. Driven by a desire to break away from the conventional cinematic screen, Raissniaâ€™s loop film installations are projected through
semi-transparent, hanging mobile and double screens to create architectural installations that both articulate the light as it moves through space and diffuse it through layers of screens and shadows. All the works in this
exhibition are related through their process of fusing analogue with digital, the hand painted with the photographic. The architectonic forms and passages in Raissniaâ€™s diaphanous imagery are charged with notions
that relate to human history and existence. The disparity between the traditional, modern, and the qualities hinting at the future create a sense of timelessness that will stand at the core of this
exhibition.â€œCryptocrystallineâ€•: (crypto + crystalline) is defined in mineralogy as having a crystalline structure consisting, however, of crystals too small to be seen even with a microscope. The imagery of the 35mm
slides used in this installation were initially made in the computer by using raw materials that were all made by hand. They consisted of ink painting made directly on clear film, segments of drawings and photographs (both
found and taken by the artist) that got scanned and manipulated digitally before getting printed onto film. For many years she did this process by meticulously cutting, layering and painting pieces of film together by hand.
Here the use of computer has allowed her a different kind of freedom that adds to the permutational manner of working that is vital in her processThe film in Galvanoscope 1 installation was made through a similar
process. This formal approach relates the two works together. The several translations that took place between film (analog) and digital process in making both works resulted in various unexpected subtle tones and
textures that are important to the artist. Another formal aspect that relates these two works and with the paintings in the show are the focus on architectonic forms and passages. While Galvanoscope 1Â is very specific to
Islamic architecture with its known history and tradition the other works are inspired by it, both in regard to form and content. Abstraction and indeterminacy through spatial play with forms allow for thoughts and visions
that transcend the empirical reading of the world. There is an active spatial play in all the works that is diaphanous and charged with notions that relate to human history and existence. Through the fusion of architectural,
organic and scientific forms Raissnia have alluded to thoughts, feelings and ways of mankind which can only and always carry its ancient roots and move into the future.Raha Raissnia (1968, Tehran, Iran) received her
BFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and her MFA from Pratt Institute. Raissnia presented a solo exhibition of new work in 2017 at the Drawing Center (New York). In 2016, her work was the subject of a solo
presentation at the Museum of Modern Art (New York). In 2015, Raissniaâ€™s work was included in All the World&#8217;s Futures, 56th International Art Exhibition, curated by Okwui Enwezor, Venice Biennale. Recent
solo shows were held at Miguel Abreu Gallery (New York), The Drawing Center (New York), Ab/Anbar Gallery (Tehran), Galeria Marta Cervera (Madrid), Galerie Xippas (Paris), and the Isfahan Museum of Contemporary
Art (Isfahan, Iran). Raissniaâ€™s projection-performances in collaboration with notable musicians such as Panagiotis Mavridis, Aki Onda, John Zorn and Dalius Naujo have been held at the Whitney Museum of American
Art (NY), REDCAT (Los Angeles), Kunsthal Rotterdam, Arnolfini â€“ Center for Contemporary Arts (UK), the Drawing Center (NY), Issue Project Room (NY), and the Emily Harvey Foundation (NY), among others.Link:
Raha Raissnia at Marta CerveraThe post Raha Raissnia at Marta Cervera first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Shannon Te AoVenue:Â Mossman, WellingtonExhibition Title:Â MÄ• te wÄ•Date: September 12
â€“ October 10, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Mossman, Wellington. Photos by Harry Culy.Press Release:Te Whiti o
Rongomaiâ€™s whakatauÄ•kÄ« goes, â€œKo te pÅ• te kaihari i te rÄ•. Ko te mate te kaihari i te oranga.â€• The night is the bringer of the day. Death is the bringer of life.*Mossman is pleased to present MÄ• te wÄ•, a
solo exhibition of new work by Shannon Te Ao.Working predominantly with performance and film, Te Aoâ€™s elegiac installations explore fraught dynamics of indigeneity, language, and loss. Richly layered, Te Aoâ€™s
works enact a compression wherein past and present co-exist, and daily life is permeated with multifarious social, political, cultural, and philosophical histories.The photographs in MÄ• te wÄ• take their starting point from
the artistâ€™s own oeuvre, using footage from his archive as filmic backdrops. Te Ao situates the body in a state of flux, set in relation to personal narratives of loss, grief, love, identity, and his own processes of
de-colonisation.When I was very young, my older siblings told me of a spider that lived in the gully of a bend on the Desert Road. A giant spider, â€œCan you see it?â€• â€œWhere?! Where?!â€• â€œOh. You missed
it.â€• For years I strained to see the gully-dwelling giant, leaning so far into the window I thought our van would tip. I never did see it. I still look for the spider, though I know Iâ€™ll never find it. *The works in this exhibition
share the genealogy of Te Aoâ€™s most recent film Ka mua, ka muri, particularly their process of compression and expansion. These photographs similarly compress the body between a moving image space and the
slow shutter speed and extended filmic exposure. This tangible amalgamation of light and space materially affects the dynamic body.The resulting photographs document a process of transition or transformation from one
state to another. They are richly layered portraits that transcend specific circumstances to speak to wider histories and unfixed meanings. MÄ• te wÄ• â€“ see you later, time will tell.Shannon Te Ao (NgÄ•ti TÅ«wharetoa,
NgÄ•ti Wairangi, Te PÄ•paka-a-MÄ•ui) was born in Sydney in 1978. He holds a BFA from University of Aucklandâ€™s Elam School of Fine Arts and an MFA from the College of Creative Arts at Massey University
Wellington. In 2016, Te Ao was awarded the Walters Prize.Te Aoâ€™s recent solo exhibitions include: Ka mua, ka muri, Remai Modern, Saskatoon (2020); Ka mua, ka muri, Oakville Galleries, Toronto (2020); my life as a
tunnel, Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland (2018); my life as a tunnel, The Dowse Art Museum, Wellington (2018); With the sun aglow, I have my pensive moods, The Edinburgh Art Festival, Scotland, and Te Tuhi Centre for
the Arts, Auckland (2017); Tenei ao kawa nei, Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu (2017); Two shoots that stretch far out, Taipei Contemporary Art Centre (2017); Te huka o te tai, Artspace, Auckland (2017);
Untitled (McCahon House Studies), City Gallery Wellington (2017); Untitled (malady), Robert Heald Gallery, Wellington (2016); A torch and a light (cover), Te Tuhi Centre for the Arts, Auckland (2015).* This text is an
excerpt from a conversation between Shannon Te Ao and Matariki Williams on the occasion of Te Aoâ€™s solo exhibition Ka mua, ka muri at Remai Modern, Saskatoon, 6 August â€“ 3 January 2021. Ka mua, ka muri is
co-commissioned by Remai Modern and Oakville Galleries, with the support of Creative New Zealand. Organized by Rose Bouthillier, Curator (Exhibitions).Link: Shannon Te Ao at MossmanThe post Shannon Te Ao at
Mossman first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Richard HawkinsVenue:Â Galerie Buchholz, BerlinDate: September 11 â€“ October 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release
and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Galerie Buchholz, BerlinPress Release:Richard Hawkins (*1961 in Mexia) moved out of Texas for art school in Los Angeles in 1986. Then, after a few years of
writing experimental fiction, he began a career in art that would contain all of American culture in its erotic death grip.As a painter, Hawkins often swims in different directions &#8211; mining art history, as he has over the
past two decades, to create surrealist, tragicomic scenes of gay cruising zones and exotic hustler bars. He also mines literature for inspiration, character cameos, and excerpts of text inserted directly onto his
canvases.Hawkins new group of paintings for his 11th solo exhibition at Galerie Buchholz are brightly colored compositions that contain a constellation of subjects as varied as the celebrity hunk Nick Jonas, the boxer
Canelo Alvarez, Justin Bieber, Adam Driver, but also Death in Veniceâ€™s Gustav von Aschenbach as played by Dirk Bogarde or Alain Delon as Baron de Charlus from Swann in love. Two of these paintings include
snippets of poetry from the decadent Victorian writer Algernon Charles Swinburne.These new works originate out of the mindset of collage, the medium that is central to Richard Hawkins entire artists practice, but which is
here emphatically transformed into painting. Hawkinsâ€™ subjects seem to dissolve in glowing, even fluorescent colors, and alongside his ensemble of reoccurring characters painterly references appear: butterflies by
Odilon Redon, a dried sunflower and secreting opium bulbs, a head by John Graham, abstract shapes by Joan Miro, and translucent outlines by Francis Picabia.A new artist book by Richard Hawkins has just been
published by Fridericianum, Kassel on the occasion of their Forrest Bess exhibition (co-published with Koenig Books). Hawkins is also featured in the forthcoming anthology The Age of Collage Vol. 3, published by
Gestalten, Berlin. Galerie Buchholz would like to thank Christopher Bollen, whose writing on Richard Hawkins for Interview Magazineâ€™s Spring 2020 issue we borrowed from for this press release.Link: Richard
Hawkins at Galerie BuchholzThe post Richard Hawkins at Galerie Buchholz first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Simon DennyVenue:Â K21, DÃ¼sseldorfExhibition Title:Â MineNote:Â A handout from this
exhibition is availableÂ here. A Minecraft version of the exhibition is available here.Date: September 5, 2020 â€“ January 17, 2021Curated By: Susanne Gaensheimer, Agnieszka SkolimowskaClick here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:Simon Denny at K21, DÃ¼sseldorf, 2020, trailer, 00:20Images courtesy of K21, DÃ¼sseldorfPress Release:â€œ[Surveillance
Capitalism is] a new economic order that claims human experience as free raw material for hidden commercial practices of extraction, prediction, and salesâ€•Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The
Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power, 2018&nbsp;With his context and research-based work, Simon Denny investigates how profoundly our perception and experience of culture is changed by the
transformation of technology and politics. He examines the organizational structures, rhetoric, and visual language of high-tech companies, as well as the people behind them. Thanks to this ongoing interest, it becomes
possible to understand how the mood towards the high-tech world has changed in recent years.On the first floor of K21, the artist presents a group of new works developed for the MONA (Museum of Old and New Art) in
Hobart, Australia, which have never before been shown in Europe. The focus is on extractive industry models, which mine both minerals from the earth and data, extrapolated from the labor we do on consumer apps and
tools on the internet. The Australian mining industry provides a lens: as one of the most important sectors of the continentâ€™s economy, it is, at the same time, also the cause of serious ecological and social problems.
Simon Denny takes this as a starting point to reveal the connections between the mining of raw materials, data acquisition and processing, and climate changeâ€”topics that have acquired explosive topicality worldwide.
His sculptures, wall works, and large-scale installations unpack the consequences of the development of the data economy and reveal extraction as one of the dominant principles in the way humans interact with their
environment.Deep interconnections between minerals, labor and data are not only made visible by Simon Denny but can also be experie
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